The Office of Creative Inquiry & Mountaintop Initiative

The 2020 GLOBAL SOCIAL IMPACT FELLOWSHIP (GSIF) and LEHIGH VALLEY SOCIAL IMPACT FELLOWSHIP (LVSIF)

GSIFs and LVSIFs:
• are undergrads and graduate students from all majors
• focus on addressing sustainable development challenges in low-resource countries and communities
• advance Inquiry to Impact (I2I) projects in the Spring and Fall semesters (total 6+ credits)
• engage in faculty-guided international or local fieldwork in the Summer
• have the opportunity to be a Mountaintop Fellow for the summer program

I2I Projects:
• are multi-year, with interdisciplinary, cross-functional teams
• research, design, field-test, and implement innovations and social enterprises in low-resource communities
• aim to deliver practical, sustainable, and scalable solutions to complex challenges including those related to food, energy, water, and health

Social Impact Fellows:
• build sustainable enterprises;
• publish works in peer-reviewed journals;
• integrate insights into national policies;
• champion social movements that influence the lives of millions of people.

For More Information:
go.lehigh.edu/GSIF  go.lehigh.edu/LVSIF  creativeinquiry.lehigh.edu